A CONSISTENT THEME

You will notice throughout all of the works published from Nostradamus, that there are little illustrations. These are called vignettes and are most commonly done using woodcuts. They are there for a very good reason. To tell a story – for those who can read what they say. In the ensuing years almost immediately after the good doctor’s death – these vignettes became more meaningless, simply because followers were not “in the know”. The “uninitiated” – called ‘leper’ in the alchemy list. Here is the Earth (the rural setting) our sun ‘gone bronze’ and her dark brother, Nibiru, looking/coming our way. The globe is the angle of the Earth. See him pointing to the dark brother or ‘son’ of our sun? The flames are the “fuse” event.

It was the “chance” discovery of 10 39 which led me to this forum. When I saw what it really said – there was a question mark over the word ‘veufve’ by all modern decoders. I suddenly realised their interpretation was off, so to the Originals I went. I actually prayed for help to find it. The very first site had only one example of original quatrains – guess which one was there! 10 39

The spelling and punctuation is normally taken from Erika Cheetham, albeit, the Original quatrains have not been faithfully trans-located it seems – by anyone - see below … the word “veufve” is from the Latin codes within codes

Ifles = Is Els Life’s files …flies (the Earth or Elohim)

OUR SUN & NIBIRU unhappy relationship (orbit) forced on us the double negative is telling us it is not humans - yet it is “enfans” these will be the many “followers” of Nibiru - moons and asteroids TWO PLANETS IN DISCORD …WITH SATELLITES BEFORE 2018 (or 3,018) THE AGE CHANGES END of an AGE BEFORE 2013 (lower) & (higher ebb) 2018 (see END of an AGE (see comments here)

see the hidden texts of the original 10 39 at the end page

“Island” always means “planet” – this is the “key” word in this quatrain, the word which “unlocks” the true meaning. Note it is capitalised sans nuls double negative: “without no children” – no humans - saying “with some (plural) children”- with some smaller planets eage should be (is) saying étage which means “stage = level-floor-story but in this case “orbit” that is - incompetent orbit. This implies age in that a year depends on the orbit – as do the “ages” in the bigger picture

Incompetent age can also be taken to mean that we are all non thinkers

l’accord. plus bas THE “OTHER ARRANGEMENT” “FURTHER DOWN” (2013) Lower – earlier and a pun “further down” … by one sixth

IS THE ONE QUARTER ROLL OR LYING DOWN OF EARTH

lower ebb | sooner INDICATES MORE THAN ONE THING. IT IS ABOUT “TIDES” THEREFORE TIMING, BUT ALSO INDICATES “FLOW” OR “STATE OF BEING” OR “POSITION”- THIS INCLUDES BEING SUPINE OR BEING IN THE WRONG PLACE

vefve is VESUE Latin Ves vis, vis N F [XXXAX] strength (sg. only, not ACC), force, power, might, violence
There is a page full of lines regarding the lady astronomer who comes along in the “year of the Coq” to repair the calendar. This is done using the star system around us, because that is normally the only “constant”. It is only by the stars, Nostradamus says, that we can calculate the true time. The year of the Rooster around the 2018 date is 2017. For an astronomer to “repair” the calendars means that the stars have already moved places (such as Cetus, or Mira in Cetus) becoming the new north polestar – see 5 9 4 “unaccustomed Cetus”. The date of August 2016 is seen in quatrain 4 67 In the year Saturn and Mars equal fiery… this could be ambiguous in that this may also be the date that Saturn and Mars ARE THE SAME SIZE TO US – when in these times in 4 29 “The sun hidden (so small) eclipsed by Mercury”

Unfortunately one of these is a copy – but which one? In Cesar de Notredame’s Vignetts (called the “Lost Book”) - colours also have meaning, as do the “dark” vignettes. This is Cetus (constellation) normally in our south, holding a single sceptre which is Jupiter or the tribe of ‘Rods’. The sun looks away ~ gone bronze with C.M.E see presage January 3

LAGUZ = CETUS ; TAIL OF PISCES

April 12 2013 at our sun
In the forum CUBES as Unidentified Objects it says these are from Cassiopeia – and is reiterated by saying in another line that it is the Mantids in the cubes – and they are those from Cassiopeia – concerned about the « Living Library » of Earth see 5 9 4 in SATRAP’S ROOM

5 9 3 N’aistra de cheuelue dame front face
5 9 4 Lors par astucose due à mort attrapé.

A. PROPELS PART in SUPER SACERDOTAL SATRAP ROOM
POLAR STAR STARS PART–ROTATE U’ACCUSTOMED CETUS

5 9 3 N’aistra de cheuelue dame front face
NO/TRADAME’S FONT FRAMES CACHE FACET FORENAMED UUHEEL RADIANTS MADE ELEUSINIAN AFFOREMENT DEFAMED AUSTRALIEN FOREMAN TRADED ISTAR TRIAD TRADES AFFRONTE ON [the Dagon/Oannes]

To start telling us that NOSTRADAMUS TEXTS CONTAINS HIDDEN FACET this late in the game at Century 5 quatrain 9 Line 3, just over half way through the work, indicates the need to look very closely at his pinpointed words here, which are FORENAMED UUHEEL RADIANTS, that is, the precessional stars. I think I know what this is about – something noticed a long time ago – in the vignette of the wheel of the zodiacs – Virgo & Sagittarius are also missing. This fact was hidden by OMISSION, that is what is being said here.

The Eleusinian Mysteries - Greek: were initiation ceremonies held every year for the cult of Demeter and Persephone. In past lines it was determined that these ladies were taken into hades where the stage gate is. Gone for half the year, returning. See the statue of Demeter in the British museum with a flowered bell over her head. This is what Nostradamus calls the stage gate « Bell flower » on page 4
WHAT DO WE SEE – AND WHAT WE DO NOT SEE

FIRST WE SEE A MANSION – all the zodiac signs are said to be in their own “house”
Top left: the hand of God passing through Pavo (the peacock, formerly in the south but
in the north here) to affect the wheel of precession (changing “gears” or orbits)
Pavo with its foot on a full sand timer striding across two quadrants. The Coq staring at
the time. This could represent in the year of the rooster. In the quadrant under the Cock
seems to be a long eared animal (hare/another date, in Pisces) on what appears to be a
boat. Barque, boat canoe etc always means the Earth. There are three further apart
The Lion would like to be in charge, (the treaty with Leo?) and note the polluted scene
under his quadrant. A silo is to the right. This could represent many things. Abundance,
financial gain and even starvation. Or to become prepared. If it means “grainery” which
has several keys for “guardians of the grainery” BoÖtes, (Libra) Phoenix (Scorpio) and
Cassiopeia. The warrior has the lion by the tail – at [the hair of] Berenices/Norma.
The bare footed soldier with coat of arms in a dark blue cavaliers hat and provisions
pouch on his thigh* is holding Leo’s tail. He wears the cross of the crossing and may be
YHWH/En.lil And seems to be protecting his king who is a sphinx with a turban and
coronet. [Prince Sirius] Could be Leo Minor – the Camelopardalis asteroids. The lion has
a hold on this prince. The sword indicates it could be Orion. Is Leo in charge of these
asteroids? It is quite difficult to determine what is in the quadrant at the king’s shoulder.
The working man (Libra/Boötes) who supports all this on his shoulder has clogs suitable
for wearing in mud. The blue planet at his feet he cares for, is the Earth, and the
phoenix, which represents Scorpio and rebirth. It seems the kingdom will go to him
because the phoenix has a crown in its beak. Behind Scorpio is the fancy-man Ophiucus
the snake holder of the north (formerly), who is a Giant wearing the phoenix cross of Anu,
with a dead autumn leaf in his quadrant. He is also armed and well paid. By the church it
seems.
There is no Pisces Aries, Taurus, Gemini Cancer, no Virgo, Sagittarius or Capricorn*
Libra is “sweeping” the Earth. *Thigh means many things, as does the bright blue.

On the left are the zodiacs in precessional order. The differences are –
Virgo is upside down, October which consists of Halloween is
shown as a skeleton. The scorpion is
followed by a very lengthy
Ophiucus and no Sagittarius
with Capricorn out of sight, if it
is there at all.

This matches the column in St John the Divine Cathedral and what is special about the Sagittarius constellation at Uffington? Is it a date?

There is no Pisces Aries, Taurus, Gemini Cancer, no Virgo, Sagittarius or Capricorn* (so this is not about zodiacs)
Nor Aquarius on the wheel above – and here they are on this vignette which shows a very tired sun, an asteroid
(from the word “aster”/ star) and the black sun Nibiru
giving off its “black rays” with two planets in tow
“Pavo with its foot on a full sand timer”... a new Age
Pavo is next to Cetus, said to become the new north pole
together star in the Hidden Texts. The Coq is cockerel of
Puppis in Argo, normally in the south

The white horse of Uffington is Sagittarius, a date in time. Bow and
arrow are minus the white simply because no one knows it is there.
The newcomer old man ennobled by riches

ENS are those from Erid.anus—are those behind the ONEISM theme which we have been warned against? NOBLY RICH in truth
NOBLE is the date for in Libra or October

Who will be revealed and caught in a trap

ATLAS of the Pleiades CETUS Tau Cetians  Z Cassiopeians PSALTERIAN an area just under Orion and Taurus therefore Atlas ARGO (who comes) has one agenda within the Second Coming and a second for Earth and her occupants. SAIL is just one small part
E PEST’S are the Zeta Greys, have an ulterior agenda

DEMETER in the British Museum

595 made Eleusinian afforcement

4 452 Elefsina - gate to Greece Eleusis

4 44 accompany flower shaped bell - airlift above

1 10 will come forth from the depths of hell

1 8 the great thing hidden in darkness under

4 27 where stands the pyramid over

8 30 under a deep pit, palace of the spectacle (lens)

Beta Ceti, also called Deneb Kaitos and Diphda, is the brightest star in Cetus Delta Capricorni (δ Cap, δ Capricorni), also traditionally named Deneb Algedi ... tail of the goat", referring to the fishtail of the celestial sea-goat Capricorn.

Deneb (α Cyg, α Cygni, Alpha Cygni) is the brightest star in the constellation Cygnus, on which “cross” Giza is founded

5 73 1 Persecutee sera de Dieu l’eglise, U.E. ID - DUE I
GILLES [hunter/Orion], CETUS (Tau Cetians)
SECURE RECEPTUS [sea gate] RED{SEA GULLIES’ REEDUCATES DREAD CERES, EDDA [asteroids]

Beta Ceti, also called Deneb Kaitos and Diphda, is the brightest star in Cetus Delta Capricorni (δ Cap, δ Capricorni), also traditionally named Deneb Algedi ... tail of the goat", referring to the fishtail of the celestial sea-goat Capricorn.

Deneb (α Cyg, α Cygni, Alpha Cygni) is the brightest star in the constellation Cygnus, on which “cross” Giza is founded

5 73 1 Persecutee sera de Dieu l’eglise, U.E. ID - DUE I
GILLES [hunter/Orion], CETUS (Tau Cetians)
SECURE RECEPTUS [sea gate] RED{SEA GULLIES’ REEDUCATES DREAD CERES, EDDA [asteroids]

U-celestial E – greys DUE Yew Tree Day – Halloween or Dec 18+ REEDUCATES this word could be put almost anywhere here TO SECURE THE GULF OF ADEN SEAGATE…
The two asteroids which passed on St Lucy’s day and will return erased . . . by the article EVENTS PROVEN TRUE over 30 so far
The only “safe” cigar shaped craft are those of the Tau Cetians. Marine locusts (lobsters) and their cousins (Mantids) swarm

These craft are invisible once airborne. Are these the craft come for the false rapture? Assumption Parish LA in C March 22 – March 31 UNCOILING

Google GULF OF ADEN SEAGATE – YOUTUBE… Interesting that Monsanto has become involved with Blackwater…. Assumption Parish LA in C March 22 – March 31 UNCOILING

Gulf of Aden Underwater Stargate Has Been Activated: Militaries Nervously Waiting To See What Comes Through

August 30 2011 YEMEN “The Oman Observer is now looking into even more interesting testimony coming from an anonymous source who works on a German naval vessel in the area. The Oman Observer is currently verifying the witness testimony. If the testimony is true then this could turn into one of the major stories of 2011.

Anonymous German sailor: "I have been out here for 8 months and its been rather boring up until last week. We are monitoring an underwater anomaly. It is too far down for divers to expect yet we have sent submersibles. The video they have sent back is mind blowing. It appears to be some sort of gate. A hollowed out cylindrical gate made of unknown stone and alloty. It has recently activated. It is putting off an extreme amount of EM energy and the power source is yet to be determined. We are

Now and then the vortex seems more pronounced and last longer. We can only speculate. But this may be a stargate. Hopefully whoever is activating it are friends and not foes.*

These will be those from Sirius – the Prince of Dark Men in 4 27 & 10 99 4

5 85 3 Gamp marins locustes & cousins ASSUMING N ISUS SEAS SECT IS PRIAM CONSUL

MASSING SUCTION UNCOILS COUNTIES MAP C This is a SIGN that those from Cetus (Tau Cetians) are coming

SIGN COURTLINESS CETUS ASSIGNS

ASSUMING OUT with COUNTLESS SECT

MISCONSTRUAL. ING

ASSUMING N ISUS SEAS SECT IS PRIAM CONSUL

Just as stated in PRINCE OF DARK MEN 4 27 part of the Second Coming, one of the “SIX” of the Mazzaroth, arriving by star gate (in Aden) – meant to be UNSEEN. Maybe the military “securing” under Giza and other places was for this reason. Did they think those from Sirius would not be aware of the discoveries of stage gates? There has been mention of OMAN in several lines… which I did not ally

1 91 1 Italique QUIET LIQUATE LA, QUIT ALE … ALE is May 13 – June 9th.

5 97 3 L’edict severe des captifs revoque THE SEVERE CONTRACT for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

SEPTIC, EUCRITES ROQS ASPECT A PAPERS, IN FRONT, A pun. Papers is a Sunday and Front is the first Sunday in a given date. Saying the Leonines send the asteroids also ARMY PRIDE = NASA renaming an asteroid. Saying they

PAPERS IN FRONT a pun. Papers is a Sunday and Front is the first Sunday in a given date. Saying the Leonines send the asteroids also ARMY PRIDE = NASA renaming an asteroid. Saying they

PAPERS IN FRONT a pun. Papers is a Sunday and Front is the first Sunday in a given date. Saying the Leonines send the asteroids also ARMY PRIDE = NASA renaming an asteroid. Saying they

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

Eucrites are achondritic stony meteorites, saying the Leonines send the asteroids also ARMY PRIDE = NASA renaming an asteroid. Saying they

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

Eucrites are achondritic stony meteorites, saying the Leonines send the asteroids also ARMY PRIDE = NASA renaming an asteroid. Saying they

DETECT means retain

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

ABNEGATED Renounced or reject (something desired or valuable). Dagon/Oannes seen in arranging the new orbit & Axis of Earth SERENADES’ quatrain’s ENGINE is the wheel of precession BILATERA Bilateral E meaning E + E making sense of the EE seen in the binary disc message EE LIE.1366E where 1366 might be June 3 2013 and E can be East or Earth DENEb star of Cetus

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)

The severe contract for abductees revoked (refers to Treaty 9)
Plus vigilance & custode aux mastins.

ALIGN C XMAS : VIGIL.

IT’S CETUS SPAN AILING (being “moved”)
ANGELIC SAINTS SCOUT U.N’S CAVILING
EVANGELISTIC IMPLANTS SPLIT
GENETICAL MISPLANTS

Repertoire Chronologique Nostradamus 1568-1599

Top left: the dark sun of Nibiru in the “house of” Leo (the king) or if it is a coronet the Prince of Sirius. On the right is more cryptic. Our sun in the middle with solar flares. The sun orbiting, on one hand is in full splendour, on the other looking deplete. The lines are orbits saying Nibiru (thick black line) and two other planets with it. See the figure eight orbit pg 26

Middle left – our sun blazing out as far as the third orbit out, ie Earth, See the break in Earth’s orbit? See these orbits dipping away? They take up a new set of orbits around a gas giant. The cross looks like the cross of the Anu, but it is not. The thick dark line is the same planet taking the other planets with it. Following this we have three suns – two in our solar system plus Nibiru

1588 ~ 1591

Top left is that tired old sun of ours
Top Right is Nibiru and consorts (two others)
Asteroid/Kchina Blue Star
Earth has a new tilt, see latitudes & longitudes and a dark sun/core inside it seems

Here can be seen
Saturn, Mars (equal fiery in 4 67)
as well as Jupiter and Mercury – five planets everything is out of place

SOUL BEING [Nostradamus] SITS OF A NIGHT, COVERTLY RESEARCHING
ALONE RECLINING ON THE ETHEREAL SEAT (stage gate)
FLAME CONFINED – EXITING IN SOLITUDE [feeling very alone]
ABOARD THRIVING – WHO WILL NOT BELIEVE THE DEED; [he would be] UNHEEDING

WE KNOW THIS IS THE ORIGINAL BECAUSE THE VIGNETTE SHOWS A STORY, NOSTRADAMUS IS POINTING UP YET WHEN WE GET TO “COMETTES” IN QUATRAIN 2 62 FROM THIS ORIGINAL – IT IS SPELT “COMETES” WITH ONE “T” WHICH IS ALSO HOW ERIKA CHEETHAM SPELT IT, AND SHE WAS WORKING FROM THE VERY ORIGINAL. THEN WHEN WE GO TO PAGE 15 AND SEE THE ORIGINAL 1568 MANUSCRIPT SHOWS IT AS “COMETTES”. 1568 IS TWO YEARS AFTER NOSTRADAMUS DIED
Here are the results

 Spell this word with two "esses" he could have. But he did not.

 commas, semi commas all different in this modern accepted French spelling. *Afis* - this is the one word I am basing my first argument on. If Nostradamus wanted to spell this word with two “esses” he could have. But he did not. nuit secréto*  y**  e put off *  f**  igh  x  x  s  f  f**  ort  f**  o  t  d**  erer  eft  ALL SPO**  LT W**  R**  NG

 **CONSEQUENTLY, BEING THE VERY FIRST LINE, IT NEEDED TO BE ANAGRAMMED AGAIN – EXACTLY AS NOSTRADAMUS ASKED!**  Here are the results – as you will see, it is mostly advice on how to do the anagramming!  1 1  ESTANTAFSISDENUITFECRETEFTUDE

 1.1 GUIDANCE ABOUT "CASSETTES" & "TUNES"

 If FINE CASSETTES [vignettes too] ATTEMPTED FUTURE... STATES UNDER metre FEET IT IS UNAFFECTED

 "N" (Ash) S (Willow) D (Oak) E (Holly) SEND TREES ACTUATE DEFINITE define it STUFF (the Celtic Tree zodiac !)

 FEATURES END AFFECTED INSTITUTES - USE CAUSES to DIFFERENTIATE

 EDIT AFT**  E-F**  T**  U**  - ATTENUATE FEEDS IN DISCREET STUFF

 AFTER-EFFECTS IS UNATTENDED, USE IT EDUCATES people to DIFFERENTIATE

 TEST FACTS; DIFFERENTIATE UNUSED; DIFFERENTIATE SUN STATUS DEFECT

 DIFFERENTIATE DEFuncT STATUSES; DIFFERENTIATE ASTU**  NESNESS

 DIFFERENTIATE UNATT**  E**  TED; DIFFERENTIATE UNTESTED US FACTS

 DIFFERENTIATE FEND CETUS STATUS (there are two very different beings from Cetus, but he could be saying to divide the beings from Cetus events and the Cetus event of being moved, that means the Earth being moved) – CASSETTES (the quatrains in their “boxes”) DIFFERENTIATE (there are several Off Worlders disguised in the quatrains)

 EDUCATES FAST FEED - IS SET NUTRIENT (Warning regarding junk food)

 IT ISSUE UNATTENDED: AFTER-EFFECTS reiterating "IT UNATTENDED ISSUE." CASSETTE - INFORMATION IN A BOX

 1.1.1 OTHER WORLDERS

 ANU, EN (Erid.anu) DISTRUST ESTATE FIRST CAUSE IS EFFECTED. (the word “effected” means accomplished. done)

 ANU, EN (Eridanus) TRUSTS. IT IS EFFECTED by DEFEAT -

 IT IS ANU, NEED TRUST, EFFECTS (results in) DEFEAT

 ANU, EN TREATIES ADDRESSED STUFF If DETECTED. "TIES DISTRUST EFFECTED ANU, EN FATE

 ISIS (Sirius) E.T ATTENDED, FEATURES SUFFICIENT INSTITUTES (chemtrails) which EFFECTED (mutated) DNA

 AFTER-EFFECTS FEATURES (chemtrails) DUE IN UNITED STATES. "DESTINIES UNITED STATES

 CRAFTIEST CERUSSITE (Red ones) INUNDATED ESTUARIES

 A (Cassiopeian) DETEST DEFINE FUTURE EN/SS FACT IT FED UNCERTAINTIES STUFFED ESTATE

 AFTER-EFFECTS EAST INDIES. DEFINE EN/SS ESTATE IT in CAR [first ten days of Capricorn]

 FEDERATE’S DEFINENESS FREE STATE RE EDUCATED SATURATED. STATED DEFINITE FUTURE EN/SS U.S FACT

 DEFINE TREATED IT ACUTE SS/EN STUFF DEFEATED – EN/U.N. UTTERS: EDUCATES STAFF TENSE INTRICATE STUFF

 INTESTINES FACTS DEFEATED FUTURE, AFFECTED FUTURE DATES. ED FEATURE INTESTINES STUFFED ACT

 (this is all those lines about the vertical duodenum ‘nefer’ problem of the giants)

 DEFEATED INTRICATE STUFF NET USES (Net means those of Zeta Reticuli Herculis, or those of the negative Zetas)

 TESTUDINES AFFECTED FAR-DISTANT TIN (Sagitarius) FEATURES (far distant in space? Or in time?)

 AFTER EFFECT AGS [god of the Aettir/Cassiopeia] UNITED INTERFACE TESTUDINES

 ASCERTAINED TESTUDINES FEATURES FAINT DEFECT

 ("FAINT” here could be SAINT)

 TESTUDINES FEATURE DIFFERENCES; FAST INFECTED... SUFERANCE SIDE EFFECT

 REINS (Auriga of the Second Coming) ATTITUDE: NECESSITATE EAT CANDIDATES - STUFF DEFENCES.

 REIN’S ATTITUDE FUSS EFFECTED UNDETECTED ATEN. (It was those from Auriga – A.I. who aimed this asteroid)

 SENT FUSE AFFECTED REINS (Auriga/Ass) ATTITUDE.

 FUSE AFFECTED REINS, NET’S (Zeta) ATTITUDE. REINS DEFEATED in FIFTEEN; STATUS CUT.

 DETEST UNSTOPFAST REINS If UNAFFECTED STATE (A.I. robot Androgyn)

 ASS INSTITUTE INDIFFERENCE EFFECTED - INCERERED REDUNDANCIES FATE UNDER.

 ASS INSECTANT ENTITIES UNINTERESTED TEND TRANSECD, AFFECTED FUTURE.

 1.1.1. TIME TRAVEL – BEAM ME UP SCOTTY

 EFFETE E.T. EDUCATES DEFT FUSE TRASFINITE INTERTISSUED DUST: IT STUFF IN DEFENESTRATE (very small windows/cells) AFTER EFFECT SET AND UNITED TISSUE. NECESSITATED FEATURE IN ff [SS] ET DUST... DUE

 FUTURE DATE NECESSITATED STIFFEN."TENDS IF FUTURE FATE NECESSITATED

 NECESSITATED If TENDS FUTURE FEAT STATUTES DIFFERENCE IN FATE

 NECESSITATED SIFF FUTURE FEET [Pisces] DAN (Scorpio)

 ATTENDED: SEE INTRICATE FUSE STUFF

 NECESSITATED FED FAINTES TURE (it was necessary to not tell the exact future until now, when this was found

 U.N EDUCATES - INTERESTED STIFF FATE UNITED STATES (the hidden texts state that the U.N. is run by Off Worlds

 TRUSTY FINE AGS E.T. EDUCATES "If INTERESTED ATEN/ETNA STUFF FIFTEEN 2015? Year of the Sheep

 FASTEST INTRICATE FIFTEEN, UNDERSTATES (not mentioned) FIT FIFTEEN. (Fastest intrudes – the Aten asteroid?

 ENTRUSTS (trust me) EDUCATES: (teaching you) If IN DATE FIFTEEN. DIFFERENT FEET [Pisces] STATUS.
EVENTS: ISSUES TEST IN EARS (Virgo/ears of corn/Spica)

EFFECTUATES INUNDATED FITS in STEER (Taurus) ATTESTED DIFFERENCE IN TAUT FUSE (see CHANI & FUSE EVENT DUETTIST SUN IN EARS (ears of corn is Virgo) EFFECTED FATE. SUN DUETTIST FEAT EFFECTED IN EARS. DUETTIST SUNS EFFECT DEFEAT (WWIII) IN EAR DETECT SUN'S FUSE FITTED FEAT IN EAR SEES INTRICATE TUN [change of orbit and year] STUFF DEFEATED AFTER EFFECT INUNDATED: TEST EFFECTUATES INUNDATED FIRES. FIRE INUNDATED EFFECTUATES TESTS.

IT FEATURES SETS INUNDATED EFFECT." DIFFERENTIATE UNSEATED (Earth)

“STATES FEET UNDER – IT IS UNAFFECTED”

metre foot is

Prose; Meter; Foot; Iambic Pentameter; Blank Verse vs. Free Verse; Sonnet; Quatrain; Couplet. Aside; Monologue; Soliloquy; Allusion; Foil; Tragedy; Tragic Hero ...

but for the purposes of the quarteins, (hidden words) the lines have a visual effect, which assists in effecting the purpose and the intent of the words here is an example of visual effect not involved with phonetic effect on the left

Here is a confused [or not] version of an Original which still may have been approved by Nostradamus, simply because the vignette shows a bird which is either a peacock or a crane or a phoenix. In 10 83 1 it speaks of:

REASON BILATERA E

Saying there are two “E”s – one with Nostradamus pointing up telling us this is where the “E”s come from – they are the Greys and there ARE two of them which finally I can explain… one is the J-Rod52 He Rods which returned and crashed at Roswell in the hopes of repairing timelines. The other is their counterpart from seven thousand years prior – the J-Rod45s which we call Zeta Greys, who had/have not evolved so well and need a soul in more ways than one. It was on record that the J-Rod which survived the crash was different to the others in the crashed craft. The reason I mention “Crane” is line 8 40 4 ‘Basal chimera spun in Crane’ And in 6 35 1 ‘Alien bachelor able echo desires’. Compare the spelling once again. Note the word after “Fait”

THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH the SEE-ER CONNECTION (looking glass stage gate)

THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL (hologram on a platform)

FEAR AND ONE VOICE – SHIMMERING - RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS (fear of doing – voice activation)

(what we call “wormholes”)

DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE (in time)

It is remarkable that these texts do not contain as many interpunctions, seen today, except for a closing point at the end of the fourth line of every quatrain and points used in abbreviations. Raising the question – who put the semi colons and commas in all the modern quatrains – why?
The first vignette (C 1.1) shows the initial E and an old man, whose right hand lies at the lower side of the picture. His raised forefinger of the left hand is pointing up, telling us to watch the stars, learn about them. “E” is the sky rune for Ehwa, the Hero - Herculis (Zeta Herculis).

The second vignette (C 2.1) shows the initial V and obvious the same man. He looks and he points with the forefinger of the right hand to the lower right edge of the picture. “V” is the sky rune for Andromeda – are they living underground as well as above.

The third picture (C 3.1), with the initial A, shows the man together with a woman. The man has reached the marriageable age. He holds two fingers of his left hand significant upon the letter A, they seem to be underlined, meaning two “A”s. This is the “A” of Cassiopeia who do the hybrid breeding and the “A” from Cesar’s Preface.

The fourth picture (verse C 4.1) shows the initial C and the man in his youth, because of his short beard, in comparison with the other pictures. “C” are those from Ophiucus the Serpent Holder (we call them the Anu) who never age. The forefinger of his left hand is pointing to the lower left edge of the picture. The finger pointing forms a format to sit the letters in.

The fifth picture in this manner we find in the letter of Nostradamus to his son Caesar. The man has an unnatural long forefinger, which runs parallel to the right border of the picture. We see only two fingers at all. This is what the GRAYLE has, those who made treaties with the US military. “T” is the sky rune for Ursa Major Central – where more Anu come from.

The sixth vignette is from the Preface to Cesar – The young man – a “lad” is a Dal and holds a quill – Aquila and is with a Wise Man – the Andromeda council. Nostradamus had chosen these pictures with a particular intention. None of the later published editions has these Alchemical intentions in the initials.

---

**Also says VACATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAVACTA</th>
<th>cav.eat</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>2 I PRES ACTIVE</th>
<th>SUB 3 S</th>
<th>caveo, cavere, cavi, cautus</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>[XXXAO]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**E.T.:**

- cav.a | Adj | 1 I ACC P N POS | cavus, |
- cava, cavum | Adj | [XXXAO] |
- hollow, excavated, hollowed out; concave; (of waning moon); enveloping; porous; carve in relief;
- sunken; deep, having deep channel; tubular; having cavity inside (concealing); to hollow out/excavate (to hide) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VACA</th>
<th>vac.a</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>1 I PRES ACTIVE</th>
<th>IMP 2 S</th>
<th>vaco, vacare, vacavi, vacatus</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>[XXXAX]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be empty; be vacant; be idle; be free from be unoccupied;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The letters CAV in Latin mean the 11th letter of the Hebrew alphabet): (transliterate as K) and “K” as a sky rune is Cancer constellation. If this is taken as a date, the 11th day of Cancer the Extra Terrestrial Aliens may be here on Earth. This was done once before in the “colour cyan” – which had an atomic number of 11.3. This appeared in the JAPAN NUCLEAR ACCIDENT forum. And what happened on 11.3.11! This was eleven months after the Mexico Gulf Oil Spill. Time enough for the toxic oil rolling along the ocean floor to reach Japan – almost seems like a Grand Plan doesn’t it! So the eleventh day of Cancer is around the second day of July (depending on what hemisphere you are). I think this is the date of the false rapture, because the coded words on the binary disc held by the Orion Grey in the crop square of August 2002 said “EE LIE 1366E” which I am taking as June 6 2013 Earth Lies (saying E (Herculis), Earth Lie down – 1366 East) – one month before July 2/3rd - time enough for humanity to be desperate. My own track record for guessing things is quite poor, but I am sure there is someone out there who really knows what it means. 1366 is aso the number of YHVHV.

Nostradamus wrote in the letter to his son Cesar
“car la parole hereditaire de l'occulte prediction
The hereditary diction of the hidden prediction is the name CRIPPLED CRITERIA – TOLERATE CONCEALED ALLIED. HOUR HI DUAL ROLE HOUR ALL DIE (dee ay is in Virgo)
A.I. (art intell/computer) HOLD RULE
The “crippled criteria” is those who we placed in government are not doing their best for the interests of humanity or the Earth

“sera dans [IN MY mon estomach interclosue”, will be blocked/held – locked in my stomach E S T O M A C H
COMETS H (May 13 – June 9) A (Dec 21) HOST CAME HAS SHOT COMET; CAME, CAST HOME ~ [Earth AS COMETH MATCHES O (orbit) HATS COME (red hats false rapture) ETICH Mæ. OS (Capr) MOST ACHE HE (it, asteroid) MASCOT TOE CHASM (Italy see “tuscany the worst” page 16 or 17) SAME TO HC, HC collar AS TO ME …[and] A.C.T. HOMES. COH (trig/numerator/Anu) MATES COSET HAM (Negro)

interclúsus shut out, cut off, hindered, stopped or blocked
SAME TO HC, [HC collator] AS TO ME (doing the same work) could mean ‘as to mine’, ie France but A.C.T. is Canberra, thus telling us the “comets” affect central NSW too

The PREFACE TO CESAR:

A
D CESAREM NOSTRADUMUM FILIUM, Vie & felicité.
Although on searching avidly, this “A” as a vignette could not be found, although it does fit into the collection above forming the word CAVEAT

5 92
Aprés le siege tenu dix sept ans                  (2017 ?)                   After the see (new orbit) taken up [in 2000 &] seventeen years
Cinq changeront en tel revolu terme:
Puis sera l’un eslen de mesme temps,
Qui des Romans ne sera trop conforme.

Romains is Norma manor (House of Leo, August 2016 the date of Mars & Saturn equal fiery within the year of 2017)
Minor ISS is Mira son (Tau Cetis ?) – Roams in Mars ion. SA.AM in RO (Andromeda Council has an Anu)
Then will be one existing in single file at the same time (I)* EARTH WITH NO MOON

a la teste du hot Dragon in Virgo & seiche sebri
tante epidimique muable venteuse
the hot Dragon squid and modified wind
epidemic in Virgo tests everyone [who is]
febrile Saying the jellyfish shaped craft are from
Draco, arriving in Virgo – also saying the chemtrails
are their project. But the Dragon can also be another
Off Worlder too or even an asteroid

The first quarter of Libra (Saturn in opposition) solar flares (rais/rays), seasons changing, very heavy constant
rainDRAGON EN VIRGO IN FULL ~ LATER PAGES
The recurring theme on the frontispieces of all of the publications from Nostradamus is a warning to his future about the axis of the Earth (right hand picture) and an incoming celestial body (left). The one on the right has only one sun in the window. Albeit there is the cross of the crossing on the Earth (disguised as an astrolabe) plus the Pheon cross of the Anu...the message...
Don’t il en y à trois cents qui n’ont encore jamais été imprimées... (see also page 22)
“...There to happen in three Centuries, which has not yet been published” C. 7 43 on, Cent. 11, & Cent. 12 1557

The vignettes were painted by Cesar De Nostradamus when he was 13 years old. This information is told to us in the hidden texts. There are at least 80 vignettes found and titled...“The Lost Book of Nostradamus” when it should have been titled “Lost Vignettes of Cesar De Nostradamus”...His father having gout in both hands for the last four years. The very colours which are used have meanings, this is why it is important to obtain good copies. The “Scorpion” quoted by Jay Weidner in the Mostradamus 2012 “documentary”, is not a Scorpion – it is a cray/lobster/crab as can be clearly seen when comparing to the medieval manuscript on the left. Wayne Herschel also took this to be a scorpion, basing an entire thesis around that fact. Please forgive me for being annoyed – but for me, if one is meant to be an “expert” on such matters and one is building followers on this basis, it is a false premise from the very outset. Be wary of “Oneism”, a hive intellect. The swirling things if they were galaxies as Jay Weidner maintains, would not be green – they show a turning of the Earth & her oceans. The magnetic core of the Earth is also turning – in Cancer. The golden "V" is the golden host doing. The Andromeda council: in the original it is very golden. The banner is always the milky way and our view of it – here it is minus all the stars – this is our view aka the sack cloth of the bible. Is this what we see during the period of our orbit being enlarged? Our moon is looking in another direction eclipsed by another which is Nibiru, our sun and three planets of Nibiru following...the proportions are a concern. The spokes on the wheel of precession (time) are still intact.
REVOLUTION, MER-veilleuse, des quatre faisons de l'an, Et appartition des grands & tres-horribles Signes, Comettes, Esfolilles, & tremblement de terre qui pourront advenir depuis l'an present jusques en l'an degragee mortalite 1568. An de Bifexte.

PAR MI. DE NOSTRADAMVS.

Now I am confused! Here is the original printed in 1555 – spelt with one “t”, despite what Douglas Kibbee commented in a Nostradamus documentary... Gaul means rod. POCOCURANTE those who are indifferent, nonchalant, unbelieving REVOLUTION (of the Earth or a large orbit of Nibiru) MER (sea) veilleuse, des quatre faisons de l’an, Et (note the capitalization following a comma only) apparition des grands & tres horribles Signes, Comettes, Esfoilles, & tremblement de terre qui pourront advenir depuis l’an present jusques en l’an degragee mortalite 1568. An de Bifexte.

REVOLUTION (of the Earth wide orbit or of Nibiru’s) SEA pilot (YHWH) four annual seasons, Et (note capitalization Following a comma only) appearance of large & very terrible signs, Comettes, Esfoilles, and earthquakes which can happen from year to year present high mortality up to 1568. [2026] Again in sexte (Latin sixth) year. (following the first event) Bis is also “secondly” so this could be saying the second day of June (sixth month of the year) alternately: REVOLUTION (of Earth) MER (oceans) veilleuse (lighting up the night) oceans the four seasons of the year And the appearance [ET apparition] of large & very horrible atmospheric signs, Comettes, & earthquake may happen from year to year - how long presents high mortality 1568. Year Bifexte bis (second/brown/again) a pun on the brown second sun? sextile (La. August) August 2nd 2026

1568 + 458 = 2026

comettes
2 62 4 Cent main soif fain quand courra la comete
2 62 4 COMET CAME LOT MINNESOTA
A. RURAL. CENTESIMATION
COME SOMNIFACIENT (sleeplike) ~
FATE COME OS if MAIN CISMONTANE

2 62 4 Cent, main, soif, fain, quand courra la comete hundreds hand (?) is Leo thirst famine when the comet runs A COMET LOT CAME (and in 2065AD)
RURAL CISMONTANE MINNESOTA
MAIN comet IS OS COME - FATE as in N (Ash date E.T. - 1 COME SOMNIFACIENT (in a trance)
Hundred, hand, thirst, hunger when the comet will run.
CISMONTANE: on this side of the mountains.
CISMONTANE = manic onset, no semantic.
ANOSMIC TÉN: no smell/fragrance angels, the Sephirot (E.T)
N = Erin anus and or Ashe tree dates
should be Cent main soif fain quand courra la comett

Mabuspuistofoalorsmourraviendra
BEARD (Eridanu) ARRIVALS... SUMPTUOUS FORMATION
Degensbeftesvnorphribledefate
BAD ROSE (stage gate) FRIGHTEN DEFENSIVE BEETLE (Scarab/Ursa
Puistoutacouplavengenceonverra
GUARANTEE the POCOCURANTE; INVOLVES UP
Getmainfofaitmquadcuossalcomete
ACQUIRE FUEL [evidence/ see Greer] ACCOMMODATE AFFIRMATION

COMET AFFIRMATION
DRACO R TUNNEL
ARM (Cepheus) OMIT AFFECTION
FACTOR FINE TO MAIM
FARCE IF NOT TO MAIM
IN MEMO OF ARTIFACT (Sphinx)
IF IT NAME A COMFIT-
FACTOR IN OMIT FAME

ALIENS ACCORD QUANTUM
MANIAC SQUARE COULDNT
SQUAT COLD U.N AMERICAN
ACCUSED ON TRANQUIL A.M.
ACCUSTOM QUADRENNIAL
MANIC SQUARE [Pegasus] CLOUD ANT...
CONTAINS MAD CLAQUEUR
CANICULA (Siirius) SQUAT MODERN
ON [Oannes] COMMIT FAIR FATE

FINE CRAFT MAIM TOO - NORMA [J-Rod52] ACCUSED
NORMA Is FAT COMET I - if time of act, if a fit comet
OFF (from) MORTICIAN MATE (Men in Black
MORTICIAN OFF MEAT – MORTICIAN TEAM OFF
Here was one of the many moments of serendipidity which has come my way throughout these works. Watching Discovery channel — these two ‘experts’ have the very first original of The Prophecies — opened at 2:62. The comment was made “oh look at that — ‘comet’ is miss spelt — with two ‘t’s. Jumping up grabbing Erika Cheetham’s version — and there it was: spelt “comete”. Only one “t”. However, if we look at how Nostradamus has spelt this word in PROPHETIE of REVOLUTION — there it is — spelt COMETTES.

This meant doing the anagrams again (results above) Others ‘repaired’ it to read COMETT. This is the MABUS quatrain where MA is Alchemye List for in October and BUS means to transport

The great army will pass beyond the Alps, (hordes)

In a strange way and it will turn suddenly

to its nearest place the great Tuscany

None will remain to ask,

Great “Mendosus” will obtain its dominion:

Far from the court it will cause to be countermanded

Earth sent on a new orbit

Piedmont, Picardy, Paris, Tuscany the worst.

LEAN (skinny Grayle) ANDROGYNE IS in APR

There are two different “Grails”. The type which the American government made a series of treaties with — not realising nor making provision in the contracts for — any other alliances those participants might make. These are Grayles which come from the Ursa direction, which is the same as those we call the Anun.nakim (Anakim in the bible) or at least are involved with the Anu. In these treaties, the Earth humans thought there are three other Pact Members, making no allowances for those allies of those three. One from Sirius and another from Markab in Pegasus. All three Off Worlders have two other alliances each. This is a total of nine which are entwined in the treaties. The Grail spelt Graal is not involved in any pact — these are those of Cassiopeia interested in the Living Library. It is to their best interests to ensure none of the agendas of the other nine are in contravention of their own agenda. It is in the best interests of the “Anu” to ensure the safety of the Earth’s gold.

In many clues from Nostradamus, it is those from Leo who are the real hidden source of many problems

The Treaty 9 which Dan Burisch attended - creating a sub clause relating to no abductions or cattle mutilations (for that period) had a certain amount of success!
WHAT DAN BURISCH AND THE OTHERS DID/DO NOT KNOW - and did not specify in the contract - that for each of the THREE Other Worlders they listed in the Treaty - had another two OTHER ALLIANCES = NINE ALLIANCES
Earth Humans = 1  E.T.s = 9

ALCYONE (a negative faction of the Pleiades who signed) + Chertan (Rib of Leo, shape shifters) + Sirius (Olme)
MARCABIANs (Pegasus) who signed the Treaty
ANU (the Enlil faction)/Zeta Herculis45 + DRACO/CEPHEUS (Reptilian) + Auriga – Perseus (they float)
+ Heron (spun in Crane Artificial Intelligence) + Aldebaran (“sexual rogues”)

CEPHEUS = ARM & (plus) another faction Ursa = MAR.GID.DA === ARMAGIDDA – a star wars event

Plus - coming to help EARTH (not necessarily humans) and not in the Treaties are the:
SA.AM (En.ki - Nanar faction of Ursa/Orion/Leech Anu)
Some from Argo direction (the Mole in the Treaty, the Golden Oar League of 2 5)
J Rod52 “greys” (but they are not greys) from Gliese 876c in formerly Musca-the Wasp/Aries
Dagon/Oannes (from Sirius direction) and Erid.anus (the “horned” ones - on the fence)
The Aettir - At of the Cassiopeians in charge of the Living Library. With Mantids & Synthetics (not in the Pact)
Procyon and Tau Cetians with blue standing up lizards (Lacerta) working with and for the Andromeda Council (ditto)
The Elo - Elders (details later) this is also CHANI and those who took Nostradamus
and Enoch - possibly Isaiah too and Job as well - these are the GOLDEN HOST DOING who changed the timelines and
removed 20 minutes from the day - twice in 2011 (April & June) this placing Earth out of harms’ way of the two
asteroids which DID ARRIVE on St Lucy’s Day Dec 13

10 60 2  Samone, Sienne, Capue Moderne, Malte: see 1273
LAMENTED MENTAL Pause ~ NINE
AN LET NAME MODE, I.E. enc. ON
Escape USA Oceans
SEAS ice N.N.E. MELT

10 81 2 Dans icelu retieré en secret lieu:
INSECURE SUN-DIAL
RE - SET, ETERNESE ENTRIES
CLUE ENTIRE SCENE LIES CENTRE
INSULATED SINCE CERES ADULTERINE
R. E. - Y AUDIENCES
YULE LET ICIER

1 27 3 Qui par longs siecles avoir esté grappé 
PARIS 10 60 2
ORAL CLAUSES ~ GET PAPER, SIGN
TEST POLAR SIGNS
POLARIS, GNOSIS LONG SIGN
EQUIP GREATEST AEOLUS SELEUCIA
SIGN SOLAR ECLIPSE APRIL’S SONG

LAMENTED LACK OF THOUGHT in signing
Treaty 9
Anu LET name clauses including the Oannes by default
In the HOT WINTER recently

Withdrawn therein to a secret place
RESET either the stars are all re-set or the Pact needs it and/or regarding SET: a key word for Cassiopeians
Tipped on its side CERES is Sirius – back stabber
Following the asteroid near miss at Yule
R. Draco E. greys - Y (Auriga ) watching orbiting our sun
LET ICIER – how true. An extended winter

That which for many centuries had been contained
Treaty 9
To the scientists who have known for a long time what the polar signs have meant
EQUIP: causes AEOLUS - father of the wind = tornadoes
SELEUCIA is Iran

Nostradamus (or his Source ) never ceases to astonish me.
The chapter “J.RODS2 & TREATY 9 ” will not be finished for a while, as others have priority, yet there seems to be a problem with certain deceitful clauses in Treaty 9 which need to be fixed now at our peril, and this forum contains this warning.

See Dan Burisch, who attended Treaty 9 at Project Camelot.org

1 48 3 Quand le soleil prendra ses jours lassez
OUR DEAR LASSES LAND RAISES Nr E.S.S.
JOUE (in Taurus)/ or “Leo”) SOLAR PERIL
LEOS JOUE S (Ursa) R (Draco)
DAN JESUS RA SOUL

When the exhausted sun takes up its [new] cycle
Dear Lasses land is Australia
SOLAR PERIL mentioned in: Epistle to Henry and in OMENS
9 85 1 10 82 3  2 38 2 10 57 2 5 46 3 3 34 2 and 5 10 1
Leo’s JOVE: god of contracts
DAN: = in Scorpio or DAN BURISCH at Treaty 9
From frontispiece

Don’t il en y a trois cents qui n’ont encore jamais été imprimées.

The three books are Three Centuries of quatrains, “not published” ... Three were found in the walls of his house. The latter half of number 7 and 11 and 12 (see pg 20)

The globe has an extreme axis

The chair is shaped like a Kappa or Kenaz Rune. See pages 21 & 28 also. Page 18 says IMMITATE RABBI – the arm on the chair could be Hebrew Lamed, and the “X” of the table (Aleph)/Tav/Tau Cap. [Kap] Is Capricorn/Capella in Auriga or Cassiopeia Kappa in Carina/Argo, and in Centauri or the Sky Rune Kano/Kenaz which is in Cancer – the nose of Leo is a Kappa too

---

1568


1572

Six years after Nostradamus died, this vignette is still true to the message, showing the oblique angle of the cross of the crossing ... this can be seen here on page 28 or 29 in the illustration which fully explains what this is.

The orbit of the Nibiru solar system – as it passes Earth

Again we have a solar flared sun (ours) and two other celestial objects. Note the difference in fashion wear
A close up of the letters on the angle of the new axis of earth
Seems to be “V” & “C” see presage Jan 3 page 20
The letters I can read in the book, right hand page, are
“MA” (in Libra - how appropriate, a balancing act)
“ET” possibly
“K” or “X” - “K” is Kanuz/Kano of Cancer (Scarab) Ursa
where “X” represents the partnership with J-Rod52/Hero
The left hand page all that might be readable is “R” Draco
11 stars, are those in Taurus, including the Pleiades
Great winds from all directions, and calipers laid down
Earth surrounded by clouds – a situation mentioned by Da Vinci where the oceans “go to the sky”
Nostradamus died in 1566, so he must have left this for the future

PRONOSTICATION 1562
LIBRA IS VERY WOBBLY, VIRGO LOOKS TO THE PAST – WITH A ROSE. LEO IS THE YOUNG LION – LEO MINOR WHO IS WALKING AND NOT REPOSING
THE CLOUDS AT THE HEAD OF TAURUS ARE ALDEBAREN AND THERE ARE CLOUDS AGAIN BETWEEN CAPRICORN AND AQUARIUS - THE SOLAR FLARED SUN IS LOOKING “AWAY” – AND AT NOSTRADAMUS BUT LOOKING “AWAY” TOO. THE THREE NIGHTS TO WARN IS THE MOON WITH THE FIVE STARS OF CETUS OR CASSIOPEIA … WHAT IS GEMINI DOING? ALSO SAYING … TWO MORE PLANETS HIDING BEHIND THE MOON. THE CHAIR HAS CHANGED TO A STOOL, WHICH NAME MEANS THOSE OF ERIDANUS EPSILON THE STOOL UNDER THE FOOT OF ORION. IT ALSO LOOKS LIKE A HAND. (1 HAND IS BETELGEUSE)

This is what the edition looks like

AROVEN: AN RAVEN OVER VERONA, ON RAVE, NOVA ORE, ANT (As) AFFIRMATION IS AITON (Aston) MATRIAN

Heavenly Matron myths

December 3, 2012 by Doug Gibson

Meridian Magazine, a Mormon magazine, (its website is http://ldsmag.com) has published an excellent article by Warren Aston, titled “The Other Half of Heaven: Debunking Myths About Heavenly Mother.” (Read)

For a divine individual who is presumably equal to her spouse, Heavenly Father, people are hesitant to discuss Heavenly Mother. As Aston points out, the most condescending reason sometimes offered for the silence on Heavenly Mother is that to discuss someone so pure would leave her at the mercy of the verbal and published criticism that Heavenly Father and Jesus Christ receive.

Must get rid of that idea, which also sprang as a defensive measure from church defenders after some Mormon women were harassed a generation ago for wanting to talk more about their Mother in Heaven. Anyway, Aston offers, wisely, these three statements as myths about Heavenly Mother:

**Myth 1**: Church leaders do not speak of her, so we should not.

**Myth 2**: She exists, but we know nothing else about her.

**Myth 3**: Our silence protects her against being blasphemed and slandered as the Father and the Son are.

In his article, Aston leans heavily on a recent BYU Studies article, by David L. Paulsen and Martin Pulido, “A Mother There: Historical Teachings and Sacred Silence.” In the article, more than 600 incidents are listed where church leaders have spoken about our Mother in Heaven.

Aston writes: “All the statements affirm our unshakeable belief in Heavenly Mother:

*That we have a Mother in the pre-mortal realms is as basic as the fact that we have a Father there also.*"

As for myth number 2, Aston points out that there are allegorical references to a Mother in Heaven in the Old Testament. They can buttress latter-day revelation, including this statement from 19th century LDS apostle Erastus Snow, which Aston quotes:

“What,” says one, “do you mean we should understand that Deity consists of man and woman?”

Most certainly I do. If I believe anything that God has ever said about himself... I must believe that deity consists of man and woman... there can be no God except he is composed of the man and woman united, and there is not in all the eternities that exist, or ever will be a God in any other way.” ...

Snow’s quote, from 1878, which asserts that God is comprised of united man and woman
1572 six years after his death. (+ 458 = 2030)
It is obvious from the Latin correspondence (Letters 31 to 53) that Mr. Rosenberg/er was privy to everything Nostradamus kept hidden from everyone else. Once the Alchemy List is applied to the words written in Latin by Nostradamus to Rosenberg/er, it is clear he speaks of the triple method of cyphers and also of the time portal. It is my opinion that Nostradamus knew exactly which would be the date of his own demise and ensured that information would be published following his death, such as this page here.
The picture at the bottom is a man wanting to enter...

"Please, my dear Rosenberger, let me know that you received earlier, the birth charts of your sons and your progressions, and all my mail. For me, nothing could be more gratifying than knowing that you took note with pleasure the letters that I have sent to you.
I received your last missive and I am given to the study of your birth chart. I spent a great deal of time on this work, I used my [triple method...]. I established that the ascension comes to occupy the region of the sky [ed. italics] and that the part of fortune is the ascension, [of Earth] between the Sun and the Moon, it is necessary that all that is located in fourth house signifies: possessions [in Cancer / Scarab] of the goods [DNA] of your parents, great successes concerning your inheritance, metals, minerals, [in Pisces] mines, hidden treasures, [stage gate] secret affairs, buildings, agriculture and construction.

thesaurus Lat. treasure chamber
N the sky rune for Erid.anus, giants wearing horns

IO ANNIS: I [one] IS ANON. ON SINAI IS ANON – An electron Being
ANNIS = the year’s course or time’s course... but IO? Do we put them together as one word?
The phonetic would be “YO.ANNES” the Greek pronunciation of Oannes.
IO of course, is a moon of Jupiter (Jove).
TRITE M II ABBA : imitate rabbi [Hebrew]: this is in relation to the picture cyphers – the arms of his chair (!)

tis span hey mensis de – in shady emptiness (space) N emphasises destiny, sends yes, aim the spin (of Earth)

septemsecvndeisedestin – deems isn’t deceptiveness, deeds investment species. Time steps sends evidence (!)

Anions are atoms which have gained electrons. Since they now have more electrons than protons, anions have a negative charge.
Sed oro te, mi Rosenbergi, fac me quamprimum certiorem de perlatis ad te filiorum genituris et tuis revolutionibus, itemque de caeteris rebus copiosissimé: nihil enim mihi gratius, nihil iucundius accidere potest suavissima illa literarum tuarum lectione. Acceptis tuis ultimis coepi tuam genituram, quae mihi alioqui frequenter est in manibus, iterum exactissimé calculare triplici quidem via, visque ascendentem, Sollem et Lunam, revera necesse est ista omnia pertineat ad quartam domum, et te omnia parentum bona possidere, indicareque prosperos et felices successus in rebus paternis [70 fº], in metallicis, in mineralibus, in fodinis, in thesauris absconditis et rebus occultis, atque immobilibus, in agricultura etiam ac edificiis.
Presage January 3
The big bronze one (our sun) which arranges the hours of the day  This is referring to two things: 'hours' is Mercury & our orbit
Upon the wild goat (Capricorn/Os) passing, the placement (of Earth) far to go (Capricorn starts at Fir Tree Day)
Tears, laments and cries, waters, ice, without bread (grain)

WITH A CLUE FOR THREE TRESAMPLES 1565 MEANS
“VERY WIDE” a hint at our orbit to be three times larger

Dressed as BoÔtes (Libra) ~ man of the Earth
what zodiac house has eleven stars?
Taurus has four plus the seven of the Pleiades.
So in Taurus.
The calipers at his feet have already been used – he sits under the last tree standing. The quadrant is showing that of one sixth - around 5,000 nautical miles movement of the Earth – see the new axial tilt angle moved from 23.5° on the globe in his hand? But go to the last page, where it shows 8: does this mean two moves?
(first millennium BC, the Zodiac consisted of only eleven constellations) In the prophetic dreams of Joseph, he saw eleven stars bowing down to his star…

But the warning here is in the House of Taurus

On this subject Isaac Myer states: "We think that the Zodiacal constellations were first ten and represented an immense androgenic man or deity; subsequently this was changed, resulting in Scorpio and Virgo and making eleven; after this from Scorpio, Libra, the Balance, was taken, making the present twelve." (The Qabbalah.)

BUT: in the 14 clay tablets of Enki is the better explanation
Eleven means Abrahadabra (in Taurus the Bull).
Above are 13 stars, but two separate constellations.
Many have seven including Ursa Major, Cepheus and the Pleiades. In the Hidden Texts, Alcyone (part of the Pleiades) allies with those from Ursa, leaving those allied (to Earth) Pleiades with six. The Pleiades actually has 40
ETHNICAL – related to us but a different race
HELICE CASING either the sun’s casing or DNA casing
William52, assistant to Nostradamus in the time portal was aware that Puppis (Cockerel) in Argo are aiming asteroids Vermont towards Chile – the Adrain event. see pg 28

MARVELLOUS (in the archaic sense, not the modern) E.T.

ET MERVEILLEU = evil muleteer = Auriga. MEET VILE RULE
(these are the artificial intelligence synthetics)
MUTE REVEILLE – silent morning

SES PREDICTIONS DE M = deems descriptions
Process I’m destined, RO [Andr. council] inspects misdeed
Princess (Andromeda) to misdeed
dont il en y a trois cens qui n ont en (see page 15)
where there are three hundred which have not been published but were found in the walls of his house

Kores (time portals) jamais esté (Latin) imprimees
cores jamais (not in the past, not in the present nor in the future) este (before) imprimees (published/printed) = Never before has anyone published regarding time portals

es.te V 7 3 PRES ACTIVE IMP
edo, esse, - - - V [XXXAO]
ede; consume, devour; spend money on food; destroy;
.este V 5 1 PRES ACTIVE IMP
sum, esse, fui, futurus V [XXXAX]
to be, exist; also used to form verb perfect passive tenses with NOM PERF PPL
core: Latin - pliny - seed planted
Greek Kore - Persephone Demeter - stage gate

PROGNOSTICA Agonic stop, stooping arc R [in Sagittarius]
TION OV REVOLUTION Involve RO [Andr. Council] in to out... (our orbit) Involve out to Iron (Mars)

TEMPUS EGO IMMENSUM
time, condition, right time; season, occasion; necessity;
ME/I to an enormous amount of time

SPAX TIS DIMETIOR ORBEM
expectation, hopes, anticipation, woven, forged, formed,
measure out (space/time/words); weigh up; lay out;
cycle; circle; territory/region; sphere; orb; return around

A REMINDER TO ALWAYS READ THE SMALL PRINT!
Supposedly the “lost lamb”. The animal below is a mature wether with horns, albeit he does look lost. The Order of the Templar was the “Lost sheep”. The cross is the Pheon of the Anu, and the cross of crossing. And there are the roses of the time portals again.

Below: Wunjo (of the gods) Vega & “A” Cassiopeia

1563 Nostradamus is still alive. The arm of the chair shows Kappa or Kanuz. Is the table on an “X” (in triplicate) a triad? See pg 28 for a different letter in the chair.

2 88
Le circuit du grand fait ruinous;
Le nom septiesme du cinquiesme sera:
D'un tiers plus grand l'estrange belligueur;
Monton, Latea, Aix ne garantira. PARIS = IN APR. IN SHEEP 2015

A BANNER MEANS THE MILKY WAY. THERE ARE FIVE BENDS IN THIS ONE. SO, FIVE TIMES THE EARTH HAS A DIFFERENT VIEW OF THE MILKY WAY. DA VINCI SAYS WE WILL HARDLY NOTICE (AND WE PROBABLY HAVE NOT)

THE “RETURNING” ORBIT HAS THREE PASSES

SAPIENS DOMI HABITUA ASTRIS
wise man whose home is conditioned to live in the stars
ASTRA REGURT ORBEM
star (sun) with returning orbit
THE SUN AND HIS BROTHER/SON = TWO SUNS.
ONE IS DARK … IS NIBIRU
ORBS AND STARS WITH ONE OF THEM A COMET
AND METEORITES FALLING
THE SAME THING – TWO SUNS, ONE BRIGHT AND ONE DARK. THE MOON DOES NOT COME OUT LIKE THIS AND IS NOT LARGER THAN OUR SUN

ELEVEN STARS AGAIN – IN TAURUS OR THEY COULD BE "FOLLOWERS" OF THE NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM

1565 publication. A young very well manicured gentleman, but there is something very strange about this person. He has a MANE under that hat and trimmed beard! He wears the spots of a leopard… this is telling us about shape shifters – while there is still only one (tired) sun

1598 publication – you can tell by the change in fashions – but do you notice the omissions? Yet he still points up … Sixteen stars means nothing, although the cross of the crossing is on the book under the astrolabe, and the darkness of the sky does form one huge circular “thing”

PAIR: IN CHANI VEIN:
NEBULOUS UNIVERSE
REASON PAIN BELOUUU CHINA, (and)
PARICHIA
UN ANSSUER to ELBOUUS

Meat bread nor victuals will they have, only morsels
CHANI VEIN - to read CHANI and there are other lines about CHANI
PARICHIA town on Paros, Greece. The latitude
ELBOUUS- either Hercules’, Ophiucus or Perseus’ but it also means Zeta Reticuli Herculcis (He Rod45 greys) and Herculobis /Nibiru

The ‘son’ attempting to reign before forced death
main asteroid belt
EAST = BELOW CHINA
(hence the word “ELBOWS” in 4 90 4)
RARE FISH – a pun, meaning the Oannes and also radioactive and therefore unavailable fish
Oannes – who “invented” religions

4 90 4 Chair, pain, ne vires n’auront un seul boucin.
PAIR: IN CHANI VEIN:
NEBULOUS UNIVERSE
REASON PAIN BELOUUU CHINA, (and)
PARICHIA
UN ANSSUER to ELBOUUS

4 91 4 Son fils regner avant mort taschera.
GENERALS SON TRACTS [tracks] ASCHERA
CRASH EAST SEAS, RICH FEAR.
CASE (of) ANCHORESS SEARCH Star charts
REACH R (Draco) GENRES ~
CASE OF RARE FISH
REASON THEOCRATS SCATHE
APOLLO usually means Orion

Seems to be a marriage. Are they two different classes of people? This then is a hint at hybrid breeding. See the faint cross of the Anu right in the middle.

The highlighting was already put in place when I found this in a private collection. The first one says “two men” but one looks like a woman to me. The centre one says “lobster” (which means in Cancer, so saying Taurus and Cancer). The last highlighting is on “de raize a la feblace du soleil”... parquo fouzb le throsne dudict soleil ils paignoient le lyode. For my computer to recognize the words it does need to be “repaired” to get a translation (not an anagram) changing it to read: “de raize a la seblace du soleil... parquo souzb le throsne du dict soleil ils paignoient le lyode

The last line is ambiguous (as is everything). “a Sun” does not necessarily mean ours. Leonine throne – it is those from Chertan in Leo which are the shapeshifters, in the “jellyfish” craft which share their DNA. So these craft can appear to us as anything they want. Leonine in August and by the melting ices from the sun do drown.

TO SUMMARIZE:
If they are all major dates – the first might be in Gemini (two people), then in Taurus, mentioning Cancer and in Leo. Possibly the first one was intended to go in the middle but if not, this Gemini is not in the same year as the other dates.

Leo Minor in red hat
Sun with solar flares
7 spoked wheel, a star and a craft/3 bells

Two lions with roses
cross of the crossing
2 arrows/asteroids
Musca the fly & port

Leo Major and Minor
fully explained on page 3
Leo Minor (short mane)
seems to be in charge of everyone
Leo Major looks triumphant in the dark same craft – maybe a time gate (3 bells)
SAYING HERE LOUD AND CLEAR

THE PERIOD TO READ

IT IS THE END OF THE WORLD

From the end of Sagittarius through to one half of Gemini

Three events
   Solar Ejections
   An asteroid
   The black sun Nibiru

Pages 18, 21 and 28 show the arm of the chair and the little table with highlighted symbols, which according to guidance saying “imitate Hebrew” on page 18 indicates one of five possible letters.

Aleph
ב
ת
ז
ך

This subject warrants more study. Perhaps a reader might understand this in some depth

Our Saviour & Redeemer IESU CHRIST
the desired will appear under the horoscope of Libra not that he …

ALSO NOTICE – THE TWO INITIALISED CAPITALS
“O” & “N” – ON, the Oannes – for whom Nostradamus seems to have had much respect

MANY LINES APPEAR TO BE DUPLICATED, AND I UNDERSTAND HOW STILITFYING THAT CAN BE TO A READER – AS IF ONE’S INTELLIGENCE IS IN DOUBT.

PLEASE ACCEPT MY APOLOGIES IN ADVANCE
EVERY TIME YOU RECOGNISE THAT YOU HAVE “READ THESE WORDS BEFORE”

THIS IS USUALLY BECAUSE NEW INFORMATION KEEPS COMING IN AND NEEDS TO BE INSERTED
DRAGON EN VIRGO

Just to give an example of both consistency and inconsistency and the reason for the latter. Yesterday was spent working on 169 from the very original 1555 quatrain as spelled by Nostradamus. The result is below. Just now, from the Almanack 1555 the words “Dragon en Virgo” caught my eye. Firstly because the word “Virgo” was spelt in English. But why would one publish an Almanack speaking of a Dragon in Virgo? He was perfectly capable of saying it how it was, whatever the event. The consistency is the combination of the decoding of 169 and the decoding of the words herein, with the same information contain within. The lack of consistency is in the format of what is supposed to be an Almanack – but the months are not in any order, jumping from Leo to May to an unrecognisable month. This is because it is not a month, but further warning regarding the INSANE FOUR DUE

Premier quart le 28 en Leo, hors de danger les gelees mals temps frais, portant figne de petit brouillats.

The first quarter of Leo (July 22 – 29 July) danger of little sign of extreme cold, ice fog no warning out of season

The reason I am taking this as cypher is August in France is middle of summer and 1555 + 458 (the cypher date for the hidden texts) is 2013

This is the order these months were placed, Leo above, May here and “IV ING” following, so it does not look like a normal Almanack

MAY 25 1555 (add 458 = 2013)
Le cinq, fix, quinze tard & toft lon fubiourne, (from soupirer
Le nay fans fin, les citez reoulethes:
Lheraut de paix 23. fen retourne,
L’ouer .5. ferrenouuelles inuentees

“L’On can mean “ONE” will have trouble breathing, or it can mean the Oannes do “belonging to 10 39” – where it states “earlier than 2018” therefore the “fifteen” is a year “outragious quotations” are these Hidden Texts “finalises the naive” if they do not learn about Other Worlders, they remain ignorant to their detriment. “The hidden 5” seem to be five stage gates. So far in the texts there is “under Giza” “Rennes Capstone is not” … one mentioned in Iraq, Iran and indirectly (via “Magdalene”) Glastonbury – unless we count the one under Oak Island but it is not operational.

and from the same page

Look! the cunning ones turn back near the urn (Aquarius) (turning what back is the question – Nibiru? The Earth?) Who will hold up the great fire of impeachment in March (these cunning ones will… they want a puppet president) At noon the great fiery northerners (Aqulion/Eagle) Holding the flower/bell portal pensively (with great thought)

and from the same page

IV (the four) ING (the harvest) 2013
Loing pres de lurne le maling tourne arriere,
ENTREPRENEURIAL ENDANGER GLORIOUS MILLER
Qui au grand Mars feu donna empefchement,
QUEEN {[]} MANUFACTURE SHAM DEFINED PROGRAM
Vers laquilon, le midy la grand fiere,
SQUARE INFORMALLY DELIVERING DEAL AND REALLY OVERQUALIFIED GREMLINS
Flora tiendra la porte en penfement
PREPONDERANT INTER ELEMENTAL { } OFF (Earth)
MENTAL [thinking] ON INTERFERE; DEPART PLANE OS
Os: in Capricorn { } the Cassiopeians the entrepeneurs

GLORIOUS MILLER a reference to the wheel of precession becoming altered, thus losing our zodiacs

termination of everyone without being offensive see 8 59 4
New Moon 18th @ 13 hours* Not sure if this is the 18th day of Virgo which makes it September 8th, or of it means the 18th day of September. The 13 hours of the day are also a problem. Is it 1pm in the afternoon? Or does Nostradamus count the hours as Jewish calendars used to, with the 11th hour as 11pm and the 13th hour as 1am?

INDEPENDENT {not ours] AND AS AGGLOMERATED OFF

AIM RAPE [attack] AND INFURIATING EXPOSURE (to ?
boulangerite*)

FROM ANU DRAGON BOULANGERITE CRYSTALS in DAN

(in Scorpio)

AS A TERMINUS [termination] AD [at] QUEM [everyone] -

U.N. NOT OFFENDING SQUARE (Marcabians from Pegasus)

DEMANDING MANIFEST in FOOT (Pisces)

(chemtrails) OFF the Earth’s surface

*BOULANGERITE lead antimony sulphide

It forms metallic grey monoclinic crystals.

NOT OFFENDING – read “frightened of”

The Marcabians are the ETs the US military signed treaties with

This AS could be “Is of the Cassiopeians

SQUARE and FIELD are the medieval names for Pegasus

This four may be the INSANE FOUR DUE FEUDING AURAS in 8 10 2

FEUDING AURAS ~ INSANE FOUR DUE

U.N. GLORIFIED URS A, OANNES

ORIGIN FEUDING RELIGIONS

10 60 2

UIUE LET (Treaty 9) INSANE DEMON APES (Sirius) MENACE ON (Dagon Oannes)

UIUENT LEO (after damage is done) or ...

UIUE LET INSANE DEMONS LEO, APE MENACE – ON UIUENT.

APES IS ALSO A DATE – the second decan in Gemini – first week in June

At the top of the picture is our sun with her dark “brother” Nibiru showing its orbit and the cross of the crossing Centre is the Pheon Cross of the Anu (SA.AM)

The Lily (Nelumbo) underground and the Rose both indicate time portals

Top Left hand is Anu.bis a serpent holder – Draco or Orion

Top Right hand – what those from Ursa (7 stars) would have us believe

Bottom left the Erid.anu/On, who are red in colour

Bottom Right the shape shifting Leonine who both use the time portals

In October

6 73 1 En cite grande un moine et artisan

TREATISE INSANE C R ARGENTIC

ANCIENT MONEY ~ INSANE TREATY (Pact)

NICEAN ARTISTE GRANTED CREATING MONEY

ANCIENT SAINTS’ ART IS ENTREAT GENETIC

E V (E.U) REACTING MONEY -

In a great city, a monk and an artisan

C Ophiuchus R Draco ARGENTIC = (silver reptoid greys)

ENTREAT GENETIC – genetic manipulation

8 10 2 Qu’on ne saura l’origine du fait

EQUATION RUNA Oct 4th – 13th

Australia QUINT ON DEAFEN

EQUISONANT RUINOUS AURAL

NONE QUANTIFIED AROUSAL –

FEUDING AURAS insane four due

(U.N. GLORIFIED URSA, OANNES

ORIGIN ORIGINAL RELIGIONS

but they will not know its origin (religions)

RUNA Occurring after the 4th October – 13th

& January 21 - February 17

Feuding AURAS EQUISONANT of the same or alike sound

QUINT is helmeted, ON are the Dagon/Oannes

Page 26  Helen C. Park©s  HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT May 2 2013
LONG LOST THING [REGAINED], HIDDEN MANY CENTURIES
Stage gate – the name Nostradamus gives it
MAKING APT USER (of stargate) HALF SIZE GOD (He Rods)
DUE ICE AGE ... HONOUR CONTRACT
ARRANGE ELDEST MOON – ALTER, ACHIEVE LARGE ORBIT
Of the Earth
BY THE OTHER FOUR – BRINGING GREAT CHANGES
‘the other Four’ additional to the “half size god” and the Earth
human in Treaty 9, or the four cardinal points of the Earth
see “INSANE FOUR DUE – FEUDING AURAS” in “AUSTRALIE”

Samarobrin = THE “INSANE FOUR” DUE
SA.AM – those Anu from Leech and near Orion to a part of Ursa
RIB - The Leonine from Theta/Chertan in Leo
ON- Sirius - the Oannes from Sirius
R-DRACO – reptilians from Draco near Sagittarius

WHICH HAPPEN TO BE THE FOUR POINTERS SHOWN HERE

SIRIUS POPHYS BEHIND TWO VEILS – ONE FOR THE TREATIES LIES, AND ONE FOR OTHER WORLDERS
THE BLACK ANGEL AND THE SERAPHIM, A BLACK BOOK AND FOUR STARS WHICH DOES NOT INCLUDE THE
NET (NORMALLY WORN AROUND HIS NECK) OF RETICULUM; THE “INSANE FOUR” OF 8 10 2 in here

Perdu trouvé caché de si long siècle
The lost thing is discovered, hidden for many centuries. (Stargate
Sera Pasteur demi Dieu honore
Pasteur will be celebrated almost as a God-like figure
Ains que la lune acheve son grand siècle
This is when the moon finishes her great cycle (orbit)
Par autres vents sera deshonore
but by other rumors he shall be dishonored
Cardinal points = Eagle/Antares (north). Lion/Leo, Denebola (west)
Bull/Taurus/Aldebarans (East). Man/Aquarius/Eridanus (south) or
“Men” is Aquarius, so “Man” could be Orion. Canopus is Osiris

THE MYSTERY “ME” WEAPON – AKA “VRIL” – THE SLAYER RAY?
Premier fils vécue malheureux mariage

MERE (greys) HUMERUS [Upper Arm] IS UP; EVER AIM A LARGE FELIX (Nordic Dal)
MERE ARM (Cepheus) UP; HUGE FAILURE, AIM LIFE’S VEXER
GREER: MERE U Hive (greys) UP, MAXIMISE FEARFUL LA
(the La sinkhole? Or Los Angeles...)
Sans nuls enfants eux Illes en discord
(Greer) FIXES NONSENSICAL FUND DREADFULNESS
(Black Ops... Blackwater... Monsanto)

Auant dixhuit incompeant cage,
EXCEEDING THAT, AIM A PUNCTUATION on top of this — care with punctuation
IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC EXECUTION in the updating of the QUARAN forum... noted
MI EXPECTATION ATEN (an asteroid) DUTCH GUIANA
(the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid
De l’autre pres plus bas fera l’accord.
PREFER CALCULATORS UP – ADDRESSABLE
(the numerators are the approachable Dagon/Oannes of Jim Sparks and the Dogon tribe)
UR EA (En.ki) FORESTALLED BAD SCRUPLES CRAP
UR EA FLARED: BOARD CUP (Perseus) SPELL-CASTERS
The word BOARD could mean the Andromeda Council, so EA & The Andromeda Council

6 24 2 Dessehny Cancer calamitense conflict:
GRAZED OCCURRENCES (meteorites)
CUBE GRAND SCALE RESCUE (Adrian event)*
CUBE RESOURCES GRAZE CANDLE [sun]
AIM AT MUTE [unspoken] ZERO [orbit] ISSUE
ABLE USE of TIMAEUS

The universe, TIMAEUS proposes, is the product of rational, purposive, and beneficent agency.
(Plato)
*The VERMONT towards CHILE asteroid

DELI S NOSTRADAMUS

The arm of the chair is a letter, is it “H”? (Aldebaran)
Or an “N” - Eridanus? Or an “R” = Draco. If we look
at the former chair on pg 21 it is a “K”. It is Hebrew Chi
Even the word “Arm” means Cepheus, over a square
which is Pegasus.
We have the same globe,
open book, a T Square
which means
“Carpenter/Norma” and is
that a ladder with a rose?
Both of these mean a time
portal.
The quadrant is reading 8
sections, where it said six
before
What is the object behind
the astralabe/globe... A plumb line

DUTCH GUIANA

sounds vast dream
(quatrains)
add: vast rounded mass
star (Nibiru) moves sun
adverts sum Dan, Os
(in Scorpio & Capricorn)
standard U.S. moves
(the land mass)
adverts sounds [warns] Ma
(in Libra/October)
adds not versus [poles] Ma
adverts mud stands over
as mass undo
adverts mad sun Os
Sun stardom saved
sun, adds more, vast
sun darts, moves A.D.
vast mad red sun Os
overt [hidden] sun add mass

The universe, TIMAEUS proposes, is the product of rational, purposive, and beneficent agency.

6 24 2 Dessehny Cancer calamitense conflict:
GRAZED OCCURRENCES (meteorites)
CUBE GRAND SCALE RESCUE (Adrian event)*
CUBE RESOURCES GRAZE CANDLE [sun]
AIM AT MUTE [unspoken] ZERO [orbit] ISSUE
ABLE USE of TIMAEUS

The universe, TIMAEUS proposes, is the product of rational, purposive, and beneficent agency.
(Plato)

*The VERMONT towards CHILE asteroid
FAR TOO MANY COINCIDENCES HERE TO BE A MERE ACCIDENT
WHOMEVER PAINTED THESE KNOWS OR KNEW THIS STORY
HOLLOW MOON’S ORBIT AROUND THE SUN
TWO SUNS – INCLUDES SATURN – IS THIS OUR NEW VIEW TO BE?
IN SCORPIO. PISCES TO CANCER NOT SHOWN
ARIES TO LIBRA THE SAME – GAPS EVERYWHERE
THE FIVE STARS TOP LEFT & BOTTOM RIGHT
ARE THEY CASSIOPEIA OR CETUS?

ON THE RIGHT: OUR SUN BECOME HUGE – OCEANS INUNDATE,
ONE TREE LEFT WHICH LOOKS LIKE AN ASH TREE, A DATE
Ash tree  N ASH February 18 – March 17  May 25 to June 03
November 22 to December 01
THE SHEPHERD LOOKING TO THE SKIES WHERE CAN BE SEEN
ORBITS, ICE AND STRANGE CONSTELLATIONS

THE SAME WITH THIS ILLUSTRATION

THE QUESTION SHOULD BE RAISED – HOW DID NOSTRADAMUS KNOW
ABOUT NIBIRU?
The answer of course – by time portal – the window out of which he is
perpetually looking – a port
This illustration from a wall relief, the source details of which is not in
my storage... which once again, says the same thing
At the very bottom is Sagittarius (a recurring theme) – with the bow
and arrow aimed to the right. (If it was aimed to the left it would be
Sagitta the bowman) In front of which is an animal very difficult to
make out, could be a chimera. A dog is seated. The three “houses” are
the sources of a triad. The star on the right is Nibiru, it has the cross
of the crossing on it. The snake encompasses all, but it is not
Ophiuchus who holds the snake
The two incoming could be the “red Kachina” and the “blue Kachina”.
FROM THE VOYNICH MANUSCRIPT

AT A GLANCE THE COGS LOOK LIKE THE MAYA CALENDAR GEARS
BUT THE CLINCHER IS
THE PHEON CROSS OF THE ANU
WITH ITS “CROSS OF THE CROSSING”

A DROPA STONE one of many which hold within them information

On the right is Lacerta the Lizard (constellation) one of many at Gobekli Tepi, which has been dated at 12,000 years old

compare the lizards

The Lacerta say they are the original inhabitants of Earth

The Dropas are also said to have crashed 12,000 to 10,000 years ago in Bayan Kara Ula range of the Himalayan mountains, near Qinghai …

1995:

In the province of Sichuan in Central China, on the eastern border of the Baian-Kara-Ula mountains, a pygmy village was [again] discovered. 120 individuals, ranging from 65 to 115 cm in height, live a self-sufficient medieval life style. They were unfamiliar with any modern technology.
ARES [manslaughter] DEED NEARER BELTANE

161 L’œil de Ravenne sera destitué
AS [while] SEER DISSERTATE STEADIER
U.N LEARNED I RELIED UNSEEN
SITUATED RENNES
OILED ITS SERENADE
U.N ARES DEED* NEARER: LUTE DATE

---

161 The eye of Ravenna (Italy) will be forsaken
*see TRAIN DANGER & THE SECOND COMING

161
The eye of Ravenna (Italy) will be forsaken “EYE” means the ‘spyglass’ at a time gate & “forsaken” due to events to happen to areas of Italy, from Etna mainly, but Aten an asteroid has some mentions too / this date

YET NOT ALL IS GLOOM AND DOOM

225 2 Espoir & umbre de plus haut mariage:

GEMATRIA APOGEE POVERTIES
U ALPHEUS HELPED HAS REPLUMBLED LV
HAUTPUL’S ALTHAM … BREEDS HAGILA
UUASH THALAMUS TERBIUM
SUPORTIVE MARITAL AGES  [fertility]
TEMURA POETRIES

---------

225 2 Shaded hope of a higher marriage:
losing hope of good relations with God or the gods

-----

APOGEE: The point in the orbit of a satellite at which it is furthest from the earth. Such as an asteroid – or two.

POVERTIES: I simply love how they give us information with so few words. These will be the MOST IMPORTANT words you have EVER read.

“APOGEE POVERTIES”. This means that the furthest point of some satellite/asteroid was NOT FAR ENOUGH AWAY!

In order to fix this problem – the “River gods,” either the Dagon/Oannes (described as “crocodile” in the Sixains) or those from Erid.anus (could be the same thing) have helped Earth by MOVING the “60th GEMATRIA.”

The word ‘Gematria’ being used to ensure that the collator realised what “LV” meant.

In other words, so that these letters were used as a number. By the way, the Gematria of YHVH is 60

The Earth is entirely run by the number “60” – and for some time scientists, surveyors and airline pilots have been aware that the alignment of latitudes and longitudes has been altering (since at least 2003). At the risk of repeating things, which needs to be done because some readers do not read all the forums –

THEREBY: the great event of December 2012 was indeed avoided.

The two asteroids which came exactly on the day Nostradamus and Shipton said they would, that is;

– St Lucy’s day December 13 – missed the Earth for one reason. The Earth HAD BEEN MOVED.

Thus fulfilling Matthew 24:22 “the days will be shortened for the sake of the elect”.

This was accomplished by the loss of 20 minutes in April 2011 then again in June 2011. Notice that NASA never said one single word about two asteroids (Toutatis and companion, both the same size on the same day) until AFTER they had safely passed by!

This, then was the fulfillment of the following lines

1801 FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED XII and ...
1801 SERAPIELS DEFLECTED AXIS  [of the Earth, the Seraphim “fiery ones” are allied with Anunnakim as we call them, Anakim in the bible]
8301 GOLDEN HOST DOING, STRANDED NONE
5813 RECLAIMS MIRACLES, MARIE, CERES  [names used to describe an asteroid]

(the two asteroids due and which arrived December 13 2012)
DID YOU SEE THE PAST TENSE?

"HAS REPLUMBEd" WRITTEN KNOWING THIS WOULD NOT BE COLLATED UNTIL AFTER THE EVENT
EVEN THE WORD "PLUMBEd" IS CORRECT TO THE TOPIC OF BEING REALIGNED.

I HAVE TO GET A CUP OF COFFEE – SPEECHLESS I AM

Footnote

252 "TERBIUM is used to dope calcium fluoride, calcium tungstate and strontium molybdate,
materials that are used in solid-state devices, and as a crystal stabilizer of fuel cells which operate
at elevated temperatures, together with ZrO₂.
Terbium is also used in alloys and in the production of electronic devices. As a component of
Terfenol-D (an alloy that expands or contracts to a high degree in the presence of a magnetic field),
terbium is of use in actuators, sensors and other magneto mechanical devices.
Terbium oxide is used in green phosphors in fluorescent lamps and color TV tubes.
Sodium terbium borate is used in solid state devices. The brilliant fluorescence allows terbium to
be used as a probe in biochemistry, where it somewhat resembles calcium in its behavior.
Terbium "green" phosphors (which fluoresce a brilliant lemon-yellow) are combined with divalent
Europium blue phosphors and trivalent europium red phosphors to provide the "trichromatic"
lighting technology, which is by far the largest consumer of the world's terbium supply.
Trichromatic lighting provides much higher light output for a given amount of electrical energy
than does incandescent lighting. wikipedia.org/wiki/Terbium